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6th, Sunday May
Under 9’s – Black
By
Felicity Allen

Congratulations to Steve Yzel (Coach), Jaye Allen (Assistant Coach) and the U9's Black Team for a great
game on Sunday at Ormeau.
With Drayzen Allen as Captain he lead or team out to play against Pacific Pines and kicked 2 Goals and
3 Behinds. This week our Best on Ground Award went to Thomas Yzel who was on the ball the whole
game with great weaving and some fantastic tackles, and our Coaches Award went out to Koby
Gunther who had great runs down the ground and is certainly putting his all in to the game with great
kicking. Orlando Bailey kicked 4 goals and was pushing his way through being tackled to get the ball
down the ground. Declan White had a great game with lots of tackles, marks and kicks whilst getting
great runs down the ground. Ace Davies has got the moves with being able to weave in and out of our
opponents to kick 2 goals. Our speedy Blake Cooper kicked a great goal and again was weaving in and
out of the Pacific Pines players. Cruz Rowe also had a great game with getting right into tackling and
holding on with his all. Again it was a great game and the boys are all doing so well by putting their all
into every game.
Thank you to all the parents and volunteers that helped out for the day it is much appreciated.
Thomas Yzel will be Captain for our game on Sunday at Southport Sharks at 8.00am.

6th, Sunday May
Under 9’s – White
By
Glen Forster

Blue skies greeted us at Ormeau for our Sunday morning game as we took on Ormeau.
We had all of our 13 players playing which was great. From the first bounce we took control of the
football and scored frequently as the quarter went on.
We had Sam, Jagger & Caleb in the forward line who combined well to set up some great passages of
play with the fourth member of the forward line Lachlan adding several goals to the scoreboard
throughout the first quarter.
We swapped the forwards & backs in the 2nd quarter and all the players in the forward line combined
well to kick more goals.
In the third quarter we had many players contribute all over the ground to get the ball in the forward
line to keep our momentum going. We are still early in the season but it is great to see our players
starting to share the ball around and look for team mates up the field with great passing and marking.
In the final quarter, Finn Walker took a great mark in the pack which had players and parents cheering
and clapping.
In the end all of the boys had a share of the ball and there was plenty of smiles over the players faces
when the final siren sounded.
Our award winners were Finn Walker with his great play and marking and Kobe Brownrigg for his
great work around the contests and kicking.

6th, Sunday May
Under 10’s – Black
By
Brendon Hall

It was perfect weather for footy as the Under 10 Blacks took to the field in Ormeau to take on Pac
Pines. We had a couple absences and injuries which meant we had no interchange, and we had to
borrow Ethan from the black team to fill in our remaining position. None of which deterred the boys
whatsoever. From the very first bounce the boys stood up in the middle were hungry to gain
possession of the ball, our forward line shared the ball well and converted what seemed like flawless
training drills into 6 point goals, and our back line were solid, playing in front and tackling like warriors.
The Pac Pines team were very quick at moving the ball around, which meant our boys had to quickly
respond, and that they did. Every single player on the field showed determination and hunger for the
ball. Our tackling, long kicks, aggressive marking, and overall team efforts allowed us to quickly take
control of the game, with Pac Pines pressuring us until the very end.
To give special mentions to individual players in this game would be impossible, because every single
one out there gave it their all this week. As the coaches commented after the game, this was the boys
most spirited effort and best game so far – and we as coaches, and the parents and supporters could
not have been more proud. The lads showed a real team spirit and we were really pleased with the
way they took the lessons from training into the game. We can't wait to continually see the boys
improve week after week.
We would like to send a big thank you to Garry from the White team for getting the boys in they
jumpers and getting them warmed up, and also Ethan for filling in for us and having an absolute
blinder of a game.

Under 10’s – White
By
Garry and Brad
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Friday, 4 May
Under 11’s – White
By
Paul Donnelly

Our boys played a sensational Friday night game but unfortunately went down by a few goals in the
closing minutes of the game. After a couple tough weeks it was our most competitive game this
season. Numerous times throughout the game we held the momentum but our forwards just couldn’t
take control and covert when required. A few dropped marks, missed tackles and poor decisions at
crucial times cost us. With 5 mins to go we got to within 3 points and it looked like we might take out
the game. In the final minutes we failed to hold our structure, with too many boys chasing kicks. As a
consequence Broadbeach kicked over our players into free space allowing them to run the ball to kick
the easiest of goals. Requiring two quick goals we made some desperate moves that dint work out.
While all boys made solid contributions it was the consistent efforts of Travis, Riley S, Issaiah, Jayden
and Joshua that kept us in the game. In a sign of growing maturity and our “team first approach”, a
few of our boys played out of their normal positions which will make us more of a flexible team going
forward. Plenty of progress shown tonight.
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Friday, 4 May
Under 11’s – Silver
By
Tristan Britten

In our worst performance for the year our boys played a terrible game of footy to be completely
outclassed. Not helping matters were injury and illness to two key players pre game, then three
further injuries throughout the game. While the effort was evident in the first quarter everything the
boys have been taught in previous years was completely forgotten as the match progressed. It was
disappointing to see the boys failing to follow simple elements of the game such as manning up when
required and not punching in defence. Broadbeach wanted the ball more and it looked like from the
sideline some of our boys didn’t want to be out there! Credit to Broadbeach, their skill level and ability
to follow team rules showed we have to get out on the training track and work harder. Well done to
Jayden and Jake for their great games.
.

Under 12’s – Div 1
By
Neil Lockett
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Sunday, 6 May
Under 12’s – Div 2
By
Dave Djurovitch

After our great win in Round 1 one, we had confidence to produce another good performance and that
we certainly did. Palm Beach were short a few players and our boys thankfully helped them out
without any complaints which was a great effort. In the first quarter the boys came out firing with a 6
goal to nil start. We had fantastic ball movement through the game, we put a tremendous amount of
pressure on Palm Beach including some great tackling and manning up.
We shared the ball well with some fantastic hand ball. This continued for the whole game as all the
players played their part as we piled on over 18 goals with 14 goal scorers which is fantastic to only
one Palm Beach goal which came one of our players Levi in the last quarter!
Score: Southport 18.17.125 to Palm Beach 1.0.6
Goal Scorers: Tynan 2, Ben 2, Jake 2, Diesel , Xavier, Billy, Austin, Taite, Riley, Kai, Jacob, Boston, Levi
&Tyrel
Best Players Jacob, Riley, Austin, Billy , Xavier, Diesel, Taite, Ben Tynan Jake & Levi..... Great win Boys
as we look forward to a top of the table this week against Burleigh!

Under 14’s – Div 1
By
Wayne Riddle
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Friday, 4 May
Under 14’s – Div 2
By
Glen Foster

Our game this week was at Godfrey Oval against a determined Burleigh.
There was a strong breeze favouring the western end of the ground which in the end worked to our
advantage.
We lost the toss so we kicked into a stiff breeze in the first quarter. From the first bounce we started
slow but as the quarter progressed we started to win more of the ball & we had a good share of the
ball in our forward half. The breeze did us no favours so we had to work hard to get the ball in our
forward line. Both teams found it hard to score in the first quarter but we had an advantage as the ball
was in our half for a good part of the quarter.
In the 2nd quarter we had the breeze so we started to hit the scoreboard more regularly. Oliver Game
got plenty of the balls on the wing with great efforts from many players playing on the ball and up
forward.
We went into half time with the scoreboard advantage from some great play leading into half time.
After the long break Burleigh came out determined to put the game back on their terms with the
breeze picking up more as the game went on. When the siren sounded for ¾ time the boys came into
the huddle unsettled and not happy with how the 3rd quarter went.
I asked the boys to regroup and understand that we cannot change what has happened so far in the
game, we need to focus on what we can control in the last quarter which was a strong breeze & back
to what we set up before the game. When we started the last quarter the boys started off well but it
took a good 5 minutes before we got some good traction to get the ball in the forward line to score.
We scored several points which weren’t what we wanted however we then scored a goal which lifted
the boys. From then on the boys started to get more of the ball and we then scored another goal to
put us two goals in front.
When the final siren sounded we came away with a great come from behind victory.
A great team effort today, all of the boys had an input into the final score with all players getting a
share of the ball.
The award winners were Nico, Declan, Zaihe, Jarrod Hill & Oliver

Under 16’s – Div 1
By
Shayne Nicholls
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Sunday, 6 May
Under 16’s – Div 2
By
Rob Gerlinger

It was a flying start for the team in the first quarter, with an extra ten metre wind, we got out of the
blocks with the first 7 goals of the game taking full advantage and going long quick, our midfield was
well on top this quarter.
In the second, we were against the wind, but our defence held strong and we restricted TWC to 1 goal,
even while we were probably not quite on top of them.
After the main break, we had a 3rd quarter fade as the fatigue of backing 90% of the team from Friday
night started to kick in, however we managed to take a 4 goal lead into the final quarter.
The last quarter was an even battle with both teams scoring a couple of goals each. But we managed
to grind out the win by 3 plus goals.
As I said in the rooms after the game, sometimes you just need to get out to a big lead and hang on to
take the win. Very proud of the effort you all put in gentlemen.
Bring on ladder leader PBC next week, it should be a cracker.
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Sunday, 6 May
GIRLS Under 11’s
By
David Slinger

The Under 11 Girls travelled to Ormeau for Round 3. Although a very hot day and our first midday
game of the season all the girls shone. They played a very strong game of football. The girls were
dominantly on the attack for most of the game however consistently showed their defensive tackles
when required.
It was yet again another great team effort by all of our girls however our awards this week went to
Riley, Aaliyah and Jemma.
Riley’s consistency over the past couple of weeks has been great but on the weekend her attack and
speed around the football was a standout.
All the girls have improved since training began at the start of the year but a highlight on the weekend
was Aaliyah. Her consistent improvement at training each week is helping her gain more and more
confidence on the field.
Jemma has brought experience to the team by always knowing how to read the game and it also
showed on the weekend with her skills and defensive pressure.
Looking forward to another Friday night game this week against Carrara.

GIRLS Under 13’s
By
Jeff Bell
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Sunday, 6 May
GIRLS Under 15’s
By
Chris Harris

A strong team of players and supporters ventured down the highway to Burleigh last Sunday to take
on Burleigh.
With both teams undefeated it was going to be the match of the round and as usual our girls came out
with the usual high level of enthusiasm, energy and endeavour to take on a strong (and big) Burleigh
side.
With our strong goal to goal line in Ava, Jessie, Giselle, Caitlin and Maggie we kicked into a small lead
playing with the wind in the first quarter.
Our back proved strong and defensive for the whole four quarters (with and against the wind) giving
Burleigh minimal chances of scoring.
Our smaller runners were everywhere, shepherding and backing each other up for the whole game.
These qualities are what we want to deliver every week to ensure finals start girls so keep this effort
and attitude up all year and we will be a serious force to be reckoned with come finals time.
Awards this week went to Kayla, Lara, Fleur, Caitlin, Amelia
Best & Fairest votes - they're a surprise until presentation night in September.
Good Luck to Giselle, Fleur, Jessie & Caitlin with your AFL trip up to Cairns this week to represent
South Coast and hopefully get selected into the Qld State team!!
GO SHARKS!!

GIRLS Under 17’s
By
Ty Hodgkin
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Colts
By
Paul Redley

Saturday, 5 May
Another cracking day for football with clear skies & sunshine to get the day underway. A fairly stiff
breeze favouring the northern end of the ground was evident and worthy of a couple of goals. The day
started with our team reduced to 17 leaving us with only one rotation from the bench to start the
game.
With the first qtr underway and kicking with the breeze, Southport was straight out the gate putting
on 5 Goals 2 to M'dores 2 Goals 1. Sam kicked a couple while Cameron, Dillon & Mitch all finding the
scoreboard with one goal each. A good start this week with Nick & Kody finding the mid fielders from
the ruck giving the side 5 centre clearances to 2 and the team delivering 11 inside 50's to just 2 for
M'dore.
2nd qtr M'dore had the wind behind them and the call at the break was to man up defensively with
more tackle pressure. Although M'dore had 7 inside 50's for the qtr our defenders piled on the
pressure resulting in some wayward kicking putting on 2 Goals 4 to Southport's 1 Goal 1 with Sam
again finding the goal again.
Half Time break the message delivered was Pressure around the ball and tackeling. Even though
leading on the score board we felt the 3 qtr would need to be big for us with the breeze blowing much
harder and needed to be taken advantage of. Final words were to be first to the ball, and Compete for
every possession.
3rd Qtr produced some great football across the ground, more links up plays and solid back line
defence allowing our midfield to move the ball more freely into space. Our tackle count was 11 to just
3 from M'dore. Daniel, Mitch and Sam putting on 3 more goals while keeping M'dore to just 2 behinds
for the qtr.
With a 5 Goal lead the last qtr was all about numbers around the ball and defending our lead. Tyson
moving to Full Forward as the sole forward inside 50 as the team maned up all positions defensively.
M'dore came out with 2 straight goals in 2 minutes with the wind and it was clear, it was game on. Our
intensity at the ball stepped up a notch, while once again our defenders took control, Jack Bartlett and
Ky lawson fighting tooth and nail, Bailey, Cameron, Sam & Dillon all having a run to get numbers
around the ball. M'dore kicked 4 goals 1 for the qtr their best qtr for the day, but the Sharks matched
them with 4 Goals 2 of their own with Tyson nabbing 2 Goals while Isaac with one and Sam grabbing
one to top his tally to 5 for the day.
With 17 players, this was a fantastic Win for Southport!
Southport 13.07.85
Maroochydore 8.08.56
Goals
Sam Hilton-Joyce with a bag of 5, Tysen & Mitch with 2 Goals, and 1 goal each to Isaac, Cameron,
Daniel & Dillon.
Thanks to all our helpers this week, Trevor, Zane, Seth & Theresa and Alex who has declared 2 weeks
on the side line is enough for him. Damon is also feeling the pain and keen to get back on board.
To our backbone Kim, Emily & Ken thank you.
Coach Scott Nieass for his great work with our defense and Coach Ty for helping out in the box with
stats.
Next Game at Home again next Saturday
V Western Districts.

